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Abstract: In this work we analyze the effect of the inclusion of an empirical dispersion term to standard DFT (DFT-D) in the
prediction of the conformational energy of the alanine dipeptide (Ala2) and in assessing the relative stabilities of short polyala-
nine peptides in helical conformations, i.e.,  and 310 helices, from Ala4 to Ala16. The Ala2 conformational energies obtained
with the dispersion-corrected GGA functional B97-D are compared to previously published high level MP2 data. Meanwhile, the
B97-D performance on larger polyalanine peptides is compared to MP2, B3LYP and RHF calculations obtained at a lower level of
theory. Our results show that electron correlation affects the conformational energies of short peptides with a weight that
increases with the peptide length. Indeed, while the contribution of vdW forces is significant for larger peptides, in the case of
Ala2 it is negligible when compared to solvent effects. Even for short peptides, the inclusion of an empirical dispersion term
greatly improves accuracy of DFT methods, providing results that correlate very well with the MP2 reference at no additional
computational cost.
Key words: alanine dipeptide, short polyalanine peptides, ab initio and DFT calculations, empirical dispersion-corrected DFT,
peptides structure and stability, Ramachandran plot.
Résumé : Dans cette étude, nous analysons l’effet de l’ajout d’un terme de correction empirique de la dispersion a` la DFT
classique (DFT-D) sur la prédiction de l’énergie conformationnelle du dipeptide d’alanine (Ala2) et sur l’évaluation des stabilités
relatives de peptides de polyalanine courts dans des conformations hélicoïdales, c.-a`-d. des helices  et 310, allant d’Ala4 a` Ala16.
Nous comparons les énergies conformationnelles d’Ala2 obtenues avec la fonctionnelle GGA corrigée de la dispersion B97-D aux
données MP2 de haut niveau publiées antérieurement. Par ailleurs, nous comparons les résultats de la méthode B97-D obtenus
sur de plus grands peptides de polyalanine aux calculs MP2, B3LYP et RHF effectués a` un plus bas niveau de la théorie. Nos
résultats montrent que la corrélation électronique a sur les énergies conformationnelles des peptides courts un effet dont le
poids augmente avec la longueur du peptide. Effectivement, alors que la contribution des forces de van derWaals est importante
pour les grands peptides, dans le cas d’Ala2, elle est négligeable comparativement aux effets de solvant. Même pour les peptides
courts, l’inclusion d’un terme empirique de dispersion améliore considérablement l’exactitude des méthodes DFT, donnant
ainsi des résultats en très bonne corrélation avec les données MP2 de référence sans augmenter le coût des calculs. [Traduit par
la Rédaction]
Mots-clés : dipeptide d’alanine, peptides de polyalanine courts, calculs ab initio et DFT, DFT avec correction empirique de la
dispersion, structure et stabilité des peptides, diagramme de Ramachandran.
Introduction
Mass spectrometry (MS) traditionally faces challenges when
analysing mixtures of ions that all have equal molecular weights
(isobaric mixtures), such as certain peptide sequences that arise
from proteomic studies. A significant advance has been the devel-
opment of ion-mobility spectrometry (IMS), which enables the
separation of isobaric mixtures based on ion mobility. Ion mobil-
ity is proportional to the gas phase collisional cross-sectional area,
which, for a protein, is typically assumed to be comparable to that
for the corresponding protein crystal or NMR structure.1 However,
the gas-phase conformational preferences of peptides are unlikely
to be similar to those for the same sequences in folded proteins.2
Thus, the ability to independently predict the gas-phase confor-
mations of peptides is essential for interpreting gas phase exper-
imental data, such as from IMS-MS.
A logical approach to computing collisional cross-sectional ar-
eas would be to employ molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.3,4
However, common protein force fields have been validated prin-
cipally in terms of their ability to reproduce solution phase prop-
erties of proteins. To assess the accuracy of existing protein force
fields for predicting the conformational properties of peptides in
the gas-phase, it is first necessary to establish a gas-phase struc-
tural and energetic reference set for polypeptides.
Awide range of ab initiomethods have been used over the years
to determine the conformational energies of minimal peptide
models, such as the alanine dipeptide (Ala2).5–9 Moreover, ad-
vances in computer technology have allowed researchers to per-
form calculations with progressively larger basis sets and higher
levels of theory.10–12 Earlier work10,11,13–15 shows that the inclusion
of electron correlation in QM calculations affects to different
degrees the conformational propensity of small peptides and the
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stability of helical motifs. Accounting for electron correlation in
an approximate fashion, less computationally expensivemethods
based on density functional theory (DFT) have often provided a
speedy and reliable description of the conformational energy of
minimal peptide models.11,16 Nevertheless, DFT and in particular
LDA andGGA functionals fail when the contribution of long-range
dispersion forces becomes essential for the correct description of
molecular interactions.17–19 Over the past 10 years, QM methods
that account explicitly for London or van derWaals dispersion (D)
forces have been developed.20–23 Among those, the DFT-D ap-
proach15,20,22,24 is of particular interest, as it has been extremely
successful in reproducing both theoretical and experimental
results20,24–31 and in the description of systems of biological
relevance20,22,32–35 at no additional computational cost than a
standard DFT calculation. The DFT-D method consists in adding
an C6R−6 type empirical potential to the DFT energy, where R is the
interatomic distance and C6 are the dispersion coefficients.20 In
this work we compare the performance of Grimme’s corrected
GGA functional B97-D35 to standardMP2 calculations11 in defining
the conformational preference of Ala2 in the gas phase. The B97-D
functional was chosen based on the its overall positive perfor-
mance relative to B3LYP-D, BLYP-D, and PBE-D shown in earlier
work.35 Our results show that B97-D in combination with triple-
zeta quality basis sets performs as well as the much the more
computationally expensive MP2 in evaluating the relative ener-
gies of all the minima found in the Ala2 conformational energy
surface.
Electron correlation is known to play a significant role in stabi-
lizing the conformation of peptides larger than the minimal Ala2
model.13,14 For peptides longer than 2 or 3 residues, higher corre-
lated methods are still excessively expensive in terms of compu-
tational effort for routine applications. Because of that, one
important issue that remains controversial is the relative stability
of helical motifs, and in particular of  and 310 helices, inmedium
to long peptides. These two types of helices differ in the hydrogen
bonding pattern; the 310 helix is characterized by hydrogen bonds
between residues i and i+3, while the  helix by hydrogen bonds
between residues i and i+4. Based on data deposited in the PDB, 
helices are virtually ubiquitous in proteins, containing between
4 and 40 residues with an average of 10 residues per helix. On the
contrary, 310 helices are quite uncommon in proteins, and when
present they are relatively short. The longest 310 helices ever iden-
tified are found in the voltage sensors of voltage gated channels,
see for example ref. 36, and count 7 to 11 residues. B3LYP calcula-
tions37–39 on polyalanine peptides have shown that the stability
order between  and 310 helices in the gas phase is inverted rela-
tive to the evidence from the PDB. Indeed, 310 helices are pre-
dicted to be more stable than  helices until Ala18. Additionally,
the unconstrained optimization of polyalanine peptides from
Ala4 to Ala18 started from ideal  conformations produces almost
exclusively 310 helices.37–39 Other studies14,15,40 have shown that
the addition of an empirical vdW correction to B3LYP greatly
stabilizes the  helix, not only relative to the fully extended pep-
tide but also relative to the 310 helix.
In this work we assess the performance of the B97-D functional
against RHF, B3LYP, and MP2 in predicting the relative stability of
 and 310 helices for short alanine peptides, i.e., from Ala4 to
Ala16. In agreement with previous calculations,13,14 our results
show that the inclusion of a dispersion correction does indeed
affect the relative stability of helical motifs in the gas phase, with
the B97-D results being the closest to the MP2 reference calcula-
tions. The data from this analysis will be particularly useful for
assessing the performance of existing protein force fields for gas-
phase modeling, and may also serve as a benchmark for any revi-
sion of the force field.8,41–43
Computational method
The alanine dipeptide was built with Argus Lab44 in a confor-
mation close to the known global minimum C7eq geometry, and
its structure was fully optimized at the B97-D//def2-TZVP level of
theory. N and C termini where capped with ACE and NMe groups.
The Ramachandran plot shown in Fig. 1 was obtained by optimiz-
ing all degrees of freedom except for the  backbone torsion
angles, which were scanned in 20° steps. The minima were iden-
tified by performing an unrestrained optimization of structures
near low-energy areas found in the Ramachandran plot. All B97-D
calculations were performed with v.6 of TURBOMOLE45 with the
def2-TZVP basis set, included in the TURBOMOLE basis set library.
The choice of such extended AO basis set has been shown to
minimize the BSSE error to a negligible level.20,46 All B97-D calcula-
tionswere donewithin the resolution-of-the-identity (RI) approxima-
tion for the Coulomb term.47–49 All geometry optimizations have
been carried out in terms of internal redundant coordinates.
The polyalanine structures were built with Argus Lab44 in near
ideal conformations. N and C termini were capped with ACE and
NMe groups. The  and 310 helices were obtained by geometry
optimization at the RHF//6-311G(d,p) level of all degrees of free-
dom, except for the peptide backbone  torsion angles, which
were constrained to match the following target values:  = 57°,
 = 47° for  helices, and  = −49°,  = −26° for 310 helices. The ideal
helical conformations obtained were used for single-point energy
calculations and as starting conformations for unconstrained ge-
ometry optimizations. Single point energies were calculated at
the B97-D//def2-TZVP, RHF//6-311++G(2d,2p), B3LYP//6-311++G(2d,2p),
and MP2//6-31G(d) levels of theory. These basis sets have been
chosen based on the feasibility of the calculation for all the pep-
tides tested. Nevertheless, we only tested triple-zeta quality basis
sets for the smallest peptide (Ala4) with larger shells of polariza-
tion functions, such as 6-311++G(3df,3pd), in combination with
RHF and B3LYP and the 6–311++G(2d,2p) basis set in combination
with MP2. Not surprisingly for Ala4, the energy differences ob-
tained for RHF and B3LYP with different basis sets were very
small, i.e., in the order of 0.2 kcal/mol (1 cal = 4.184 J).Wemay have
observed larger differences for longer peptides, yet the calcula-
tions would have been prohibitively long. Larger differences in
the order of 1.7 kcal/mol were observed for the MP2 calculations
with the 6-31G(d) and 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis sets. Nevertheless, the
use of a basis set larger than 6-31G(d) would have made the MP2
calculation unfeasible for larger peptides. Additionally, previous
calculations50 on polyalanine from Ala1 to Ala7, carried out with
MP2//6–31 G(d) and with MP2//cc-pVDZ, show rather small energy
differences. All calculations, except for the B97-D//def2-TZVP that
was done with TURBOMOLE, were done with Gaussian 09.51
Results and discussion
Alanine dipeptide (Ala2)
The Ramachandran plot shown in Fig. 1 was obtained by scan-
ning the Ala2  torsional space in 20° steps at the B97-D//def2-
TZVP level of theory. Full geometry optimization of the structures,
corresponding to shallow areas of the plot, allowed us to locate
6 minima, and these structures are shown in Fig. 2. The same
minima have been identified and characterized previously in gas
phase by means of QM methods.11 Torsion angles and relative
energies are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The 3 most
stable minima, i.e., C7eq, C5, and C7ax, are clearly visible on the
map in Fig. 1, while the other 3, i.e., 2, L, and =, are located on
more leveled areas of the potential energy surface. In Table 2, the
B97-D//def2-TZVP relative energies are compared to MP2//aug-cc-
dVPZ and MP2//CBS limit calculations, with the latter providing
the best reference set available for this particular system.11 In
agreement with previous gas-phase calculations done at various
level of theory,11,52 C7eq is the global minimum. The graph in
Fig. 3 shows that the energies of the minima obtained at the
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B97-D//def2-TZVP level deviate from the MP2//aug-cc-dVPZ values
by an average of 0.23 kcal/mol, with the largest deviations associ-
ated to the L and = conformations (see also Table 2). The B97-D//
def2-TZVP calculations perform quite well even when compared
with the MP2//CBS limit. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3, the B97-D//
def2-TZVP results deviate from the reference by an average of 0.41
kcal/mol, with the largest deviations associated to the C7ax and =
conformations. Nevertheless, these differences are still quite
small, with E between B97-D//def2-TZVP and the MP2//CBS limit
of 0.62 kcal/mol for the C7ax and 0.63 kcal/mol for the = confor-
mation. As for the MP2//aug-cc-dVPZ results, the largest difference
between the B97-D//def2-TZVP calculation and the MP2//CBS limit
is in the relative stability between the C5 and C7ax minima, with
the C5 conformermore stable than the C7ax at the MP2//CBS limit
by 1.27 kcal/mol. At the B97-D//def2-TZVP and also at the MP2//aug-
cc-dVPZ levels, the energy gap ismuch smaller, withE = 0.34 and
0.09 kcal/mol, respectively.
The hydrogen bonding parameters for all minima are shown in
Table 3. The largest contribution to the stability of the minima
comes from two types of hydrogen bonding interactions, one be-
tween the oxygen of the carboxylate and the nitrogen of the
amide group (N--HÊO) and the other between the nitrogen atoms
of the two amide groups (N--HÊN).53 Here, we are not considering
hydrogen bonds between a C--H donor and the carboxylate
oxygen, as in the absence of strong electron-withdrawing groups
adjacent to the donor such interactions are rather weak54 and
most likely on the order of the calculation error. The hydrogen
bonding data clarify the origin of the relative stabilities between
the Ala2 minima. Indeed, the most stable conformations are all
stabilized by short hydrogen bonds (see Fig. 2 and Table 3). The
largest stability derives from hydrogen bonds involving the car-
bonyl oxygen, where the distance between donor and acceptor
ranges between 1.9 and 2.5 Å, and the angle between donor-
hydrogen-acceptor ranges between 180° ± 20°.55 The C7eq structure
obtained at the B97-D//def2-TZVP is stabilized by an internal hy-
drogen bond of 2.09 Å between the carboxylate oxygen and the
peptide amide hydrogen (see also Fig. 2). C7ax is also stabilized by
a hydrogen bond of 1.9 Å between the oxygen of the terminal
carboxylate and the hydrogen of the terminal amide. As shown in
Table 4, the N--HÊO hydrogen bonding parameters are quite sim-
ilar to the ones obtained with MP2//aug-cc-pVDZ, with the B97-D
data consistently overestimating the MP2 reference, with excep-
tion of L. The N--HÊN hydrogen bonds parameters are virtually
identical, as they are known to be less affected by the calculation
method.11 Nevertheless, the structures and energies obtained for
2 and L are known to depend quite distinctly on the level of
theory, as, unlike the C7eq C5 and C7ax, the 2 and Lminima are
located on shallow areas of the Ramachandran plot.11 As shown in
Fig. 2 and Table 3, both 2 and L lack an effective N--HÊO hy-
drogen interaction but are stabilized by N--HÊN bonds relative to
the = conformation, which does not have any intramolecular
hydrogen bonds. Steric hindrance is what separates the energies
of the 3 most stable minima. More specifically, the unfavourable
steric interaction between the methyl sidechain and the carbox-
ylate and amide groups is what destabilized C7ax relative to C5
and to the global minimum C7eq.
Polyalanine peptides
The stability of a series of polyalanine peptides in and 310 helix
conformations, see Fig. 4, were calculated relative to the fully
Fig. 1. Ramachandran plot for Ala2 calculated at the B97-D//def2-TZVP level of theory. Energies are in kcal/mol and the colouring scheme is
defined in the bar on the right side of the plot. The contour lines are drawn at 2 kcal/mol levels for clarity.
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extended peptides, i.e.,  =  = 180. We chose to compare the
performance of B97-D//def2-TZVP against RHF and B3LYP in com-
bination with the 6-311G++(2d,2p) basis set, and against MP2 with
a 6-31G(d) basis set. Due to the smaller size of the basis set, theMP2
calculations might be affected by intramolecular BSSE. Neverthe-
less, comparison of our MP2 data with the GEBF-MP2//6-311++G**
calculations from Hua and co-workers14 and with the MP2//cc-
pVDZ from Jagielska and Skolnick50 indicate that the BSSE effect
is small and that the relative stability trends obtained at the MP2//
6-31G(d) level are correct. For simplicity, from now on all data will
Fig. 2. Ala2 minima obtained at the B97D//def2-TZVP level of theory.
Carbon atoms are shown in green (light grey in print version),
nitrogen in blue (dark grey), oxygen in red (medium grey) and
hydrogen in white.
Table 1. Dihedral angels defining the alanine dipeptide
global and local minima obtained at different levels of
theory.
Conformer
Dihedral
angles
B97 D//
def2-TZVP
MP2//
aug-cc-pVDZa
C7eq  −82.3 −82.6
 75.4 75.8
C5  −158.4 −161.1
 154.7 155.5
C7ax  74.1 73.7
 −58.6 −53.7
2  −93.5 −82.3
 4.8 −9.5
L  69.2 63.8
 15.7 30.2
=  −165.6 −164.7
 −47.11 −38.3
aRef. 11.
Table 2. Energies (in kcal/mol) of the alanine dipeptide
minima calculated at different levels of theory.
Conformer
B97D//
def2-TZVP
MP2//
aug-cc-pVDZa
MP2/CBS
limita
C7eq 0.00 0.00 0.00
C5 1.70 (0.17) 1.87 (0.48) 1.39
C7ax 2.04 (0.08) 1.96 (0.30) 2.66
2 3.07 (0.07) 3.00 (0.35) 3.35
L 4.98 (0.39) 4.59 (0.60) 5.19
' 6.17 (0.42) 6.59 (0.21) 6.80
Note: The absolute deviation between the B97D//def2-TZVP
and the MP2//aug-cc-pVDZ results is shown in parenthesis in the
second column, while the absolute deviation between the MP2//
aug-cc-pVDZ and the MP2//CBS limit data are shown in parenthe-
sis in the third column.
aRef. 11.
Fig. 3. Relative stability of the Ala2 minima calculated at different
levels of theory.
Table 3. Hydrogen bonding parameters for the alanine dipeptide
minima obtained at the B97D//def2-TZVP level.
N--HÊO=C Hydrogen Bond (B97 D//def2-TZVP)
C7eq C5 C7ax 2 L =
Distance HÊO 2.09 2.32 1.94 3.09 2.77 n/a
Distance NÊO 2.97 2.74 2.88 3.65 3.24 n/a
Angle N--HÊO 144.62 103.68 152.31 116.52 109.06 n/a
Angle HÊO=C 103.42 83.20 103.11 61.03 68.74 n/a
N--HÊN Hydrogen Bond (B97 D//def2-TZVP)
Distance HÊN n/a n/a 2.71 2.31 2.35 2.57
Distance NÊN n/a n/a 3.01 2.78 2.81 2.84
Angle N--HÊN n/a n/a 96.54 107.37 107.07 94.52
Note: Distances are shown in Å and angles in degrees. n/a indicates that the
interaction is not present.
Table 4. Differences in the hydrogen bonding parameters of the min-
ima shown in Table 3 relative to minima obtained at MP2//aug-cc-
pVDZ level from Ref. 11.
N--HÊO=C Hydrogen Bond
C7eq C5 C7ax 2 L =
Distance HÊO 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.14 −0.08 n/a
Distance NÊO 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.25 0.11 n/a
Angle N--HÊO −0.18 −1.32 0.61 8.12 12.36 n/a
Angle HÊO=C −1.38 −1.5 −0.09 −2.37 1.24 n/a
N--HÊN Hydrogen Bond
Distance HÊN n/a n/a 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.09
Distance NÊN n/a n/a 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.08
Angle N--HÊN n/a n/a 1.44 0.17 0.17 −0.48
Note: Negative values indicate that the MP2 distances (angles) are larger than
the B97-D. Distances are shown in Å and angles in degrees. n/a indicates that the
hydrogen bond is not present.
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be indicated only by the name of the QM method (or functional)
used to obtain them, without basis set specification. Results are
shown in Figs. 5 to 7.
The results we obtained with B97-D are closest to the MP2 data
set (see Fig. 5). This is in accord with previous work by Hua and
co-workers,14 who showed good agreement between the behav-
iour of the M06-2X functional and MP2 also for polyalanine pep-
tides. The M06-2X functional was designed to take into account
nonlocal effects with the inclusion of double the amount of non-
local exchange.23 Contrary to the M06-2X vs. MP2 results that
show a small but noticeable energy difference even for the small-
est peptides, the difference between the B97-D and MP2 results
range from 0.1 to 5 kcal/mol up to Ala8, with an overall better
agreement found for 310 helices relative to .
The relative stabilities of the helical motifs obtained with RHF
and B3LYP shown in Figs. 6 and 7, clearly attest the influence of
the dispersion energy contribution in gauging the polypeptides
conformation. Indeed, both graphs show that as the number of
residues increases, the contribution of the electron correlation in
the stability of both helices becomes progressively larger. Disper-
sion forces contribute in the stabilization of both helices and in
particular of the L helices. This trend has been shown to progress
unchanged for larger peptides up to Ala40.14
The B97-D results are good agreement with MP2 also in regards
to the relative stability of the helical motifs in the gas phase. Both
data sets show that for short peptides the 310 helix is the most
stable conformation. As shown in Fig. 5, B97-D predicts a switch in
stability between Ala8 and Ala10, while MP2 between Ala6 and
Ala8. Even in the absence of solvent effects, these results show
that the intrinsic stability of the helices in function of the peptide
length justifies the average length of the L and 310 helices found
in proteins. On the opposite end, the B3LYP results, shown in
Fig. 6, predict that the 310 helix is always more stable that the 
helix. The switch occurs eventually at around Ala40.14 The use of a
smaller basis as 6-31G(p,d) set with B3LYP recovers a switch in
stability, with the  helix becoming more stable than the 310
between Ala10 and Ala12 (data not shown). Nevertheless, with a
smaller basis set the contribution of the basis set superimposition
error (BSSE) may be non-negligible. Therefore, based on the fact
that the effect of the BSSE depends of the type of secondary struc-
ture56 and also considering the wrong behaviour of the B3LYP
functional for this type of system, the switch observed for B3LYP//
6-31G(d) could be due to a fortuitous cancellation of errors. The
results obtained with RHF, shown in Fig. 7, are in better agree-
ment with B97-D and MP2 than B3LYP, with a switch in stability
between 310 and  helices predicted between Ala12 and Ala14. The
overall rate of stabilization for both helices in function of the
peptide length is slightly higher than the one predicted by B3LYP,
but not quite high as the stabilization effect predicted by B97-D
and MP2.
Fig. 4. Ideal helical conformations of Ala12:  and 310 helices are shown in panel a and b, respectively; while the lumen of the 310 and
 helices is shown in panel c and d, respectively.
Fig. 5. Stability of  helices and 310 helices in polyalanine peptides
relative to the fully extended ( =  = 180°) peptide conformation.
Results obtained at the B97-D//def2-TZVP level are represented with
solid lines, while results obtained at the MP2//6-31G* level are
represented with dotted lines. Grid lines are drawn every 5 kcal/mol.
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Conclusions
In this work we show the effect of the inclusion of an empirical
dispersion term in the conformational energy of Ala2 and in the
prediction of the relative stabilities of polyalanine helical motifs.
Our study has been carried out with the GGA corrected functional
B97-D35 and compared to MP2 calculations at different levels of
theory, chosen based on the size of the system. Our results show
that electron correlation has an effect on the conformational en-
ergy of peptides with a weight that increases with the peptide
length. The conformational energies of theminima found for Ala2
are in very good agreement with the “golden standard” MP2//CBS
limit calculations.11 This result is particularly encouraging consid-
ering that the same MP2//CBS limit data have been also shown to
correlate very well with CCSD(T) data obtained for a non-capped
alanine dipeptide.52 Nevertheless, a comparison between the Ala2
conformational energy surface in the gas phase and the one ob-
tained from a survey of the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank57
shows that of all the minima identified only the C5 conformation
is sufficiently populated in both plots.58 This result indicates
clearly that Ala2 in the gas phase alone is an inadequatemodel for
the development of empirical parameters for the protein back-
bone in the condensed phase, independently of the level of the-
ory.59 A large number of previous investigations58,60–62 indicate
that the Ala2 conformation is strongly influenced by solvent. In-
deed, the Ala2 conformational energy surface even with implicit
hydration reflectsmuch better the PDB-derived surface.63,64 Based
on this information, our results indicate that the conformational
propensity of the capped Ala2 model is indeed affected by corre-
lation effects, but to a much lesser degree than it is affected by
solvent effects.
As the size of the peptide increases the effect of dispersion on
the peptide conformational energy becomes more and more sig-
nificant. The B97-D//def2-TZVP calculations are in very good agree-
ment with the MP2//6-31G(d) reference and with earlier work.14
Our results show that in gas phase 310 helices aremore stable than
 only for small peptides, and that  becomes more stable for
peptides larger than Ala10. This is also in agreement with data
obtained from the PDB that shows that all 310 helices found in
proteins are rather short, the longest ones containing 7 to 11 res-
idues. On the contrary, the results obtained with B3LYP indicate
that the 310 helix is always more stable than the . RHL recovers
the change in the relative stability of the helices in function of the
size of the peptide; however the RHF results are in agreementwith
the B97-D//def2-TZVP calculations only qualitatively. In conclu-
sion, our results in agreement with earlier work,14,50 suggest that
the inclusion of electron correlation effects is essential for the
correct prediction of the conformational propensity of larger
peptides.
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